
Appendix B

Software

This appendix describes the software needed for the computer exercises and
problems in this book. It has been tested on Windows 7, Linux, and OS X.
Please go to the book’s web site for any updates to this information.

If you are not able to install the software with the directions below, please
find someone to help you.

The three pieces of software you need are Python, sympy, and ga. All
are freely downloadable from the web. Python is a multiplatform computer
language. SymPy is a computer algebra system written in Python. Commer-
cial computer algebra systems include Maple and Mathematica. These systems
provide symbolic computation capabilities. ga, also written in Python, adds
symbolic geometric algebra and calculus capabilities.

• Python. Install the latest Python 2.7 version from http://www.python.

org/download/releases/. (Python 3 will not work.) Full documentation
is at http://docs.python.org.

• sympy. Install the latest Python 2 version from http://code.google.

com/p/sympy/downloads/list. Full documentation is at http://docs.

sympy.org

• ga. Download ga.zip from the book’s web page. Unzip it into your site-
packages directory. There is a file setgapth.py in the new ga directory.
On a Windows system simply run it. On a Linux or OS X system open a
terminal in the ga directory and enter “sudo python ./setgapth.py”. You
will be asked for your password.

This appendix provides documentation of the ga module for use with
this book. It gives only a minimal introduction to ga sufficient to solve
problems from the text. In some situations there are simpler approaches to
those described here. But to include them would complicate this appendix.
Full documentation is in the file ga.pdf in ga.zip.

• numpy. This is Python’s package for numerical calculations. Install the
latest version from http://sourceforge.net/projects/numpy/files/

NumPy/. Full documentation is at http://docs.scipy.org/doc/.

http://www.python.org/download/releases/
http://www.python.org/download/releases/
http://docs.python.org
http://code.google.com/p/sympy/downloads/list
http://code.google.com/p/sympy/downloads/list
http://docs.sympy.org
http://docs.sympy.org
http://sourceforge.net/projects/numpy/files/NumPy/
http://sourceforge.net/projects/numpy/files/NumPy/
http://docs.scipy.org/doc/
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B.1 Linear Algebra

The Python program below defines the matrix M = [ 1 m
3 4 ], prints it, and

then computes and prints M−1. The first two lines, with which you should
always start your programs, enable Python to use sympy and ga.

from sympy import *

from ga import *

m = symbols(’m’) # Anything following a ‘‘#’’ is a comment

M = Matrix( [ [1,m],[3,4] ] ) # Extra spaces inserted for clarity

print M # ‘print M’ works in Python 2 but not in Python 3

print M.inv() The output looks like this:

[1, m]

[3, 4]

[1+3m/(4-3m), -m/(4-3m)]

[-3/(4-3m), 1/(4-3m)]

Thus

M−1 =

[
1 + 3m

4−3m
−m

4−3m
−3

4−3m
1

4−3m

]
=

1

4− 3m

[
4 −m
−3 1

]
,

in agreement with Eq. (3.11).

SymPy is a symbolic computer algebra system. We have used the symbol
m in M . Symbols must be declared. One way to do this is with a symbols

statement, as above. You can declare several symbols at once, e.g.,
x1,x2,m,z = symbols(’x1 x2 m z’)

Elementary matrix methods. SymPy provides several:

M + N # sum

M * N # product

M.inv() # inverse

M.T # transpose

M.det() # determinant

Vector methods: norm, inner product, correlation.
Vectors are implemented as matrices.
u = Matrix([1,2,3]) # A vector

v = Matrix([4,5,6]) # A vector

print u.norm().evalf(3)

Output: 3.74

print u.dot(v)

Output: 32

print correlation(u,v)

Output: 1
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Span. The rref method computes a basis for the span of the row vectors of
a matrix. (“rref” is an abbreviation for reduced row echelon form.)
A = Matrix([ [1,2,-1], [-2,1,1], [0,5,-1] ])

print A.rref()[0]

Output: ([1, 0, -3/5]

[0, 1, -1/5]

[0, 0, 0])

The vectors [1, 0, -3/5] and [0, 1, -1/5] form a basis for the span of the
three row vectors of A.

Systems of Linear Equations. rref also solves systems of linear equations.
In this context the output from rref is not well formatted for human read-
ers. The function printrref assumes that rref’s output is from a system of
equations and prints it in a readable form.

As an example, consider the system
[

1 2 −1 2
−2 1 1 0

2 0 −2 4

] [w
x
y
z

]
=
[

4
−1

1

]
. The aug-

mented matrix of the system consists of the coefficient matrix augmented with
the column vector on the right side. Assign it to A and printrref it:

A = Matrix([ [1,2,-1,2,4], [-2,1,1,0,-1], [2,0,-2,4,1] ])

printrref(A, ’wxyz’)

Output: 1w + 0x + 0y + -2z = 9/4

0w + 1x + 0y + 0z = 7/4

0w + 0x + 1y + -4z = 7/4

The output is another system of equations. This system has two important
properties. First, it has the same solutions as the original. Second, the solutions
can be read directly from its equations. Starting from the first equation of our
example, w = 9/4 + 2z, x = 7/4, y = 7/4 + 4z, with z not further constrained.
Set it equal to t. Then the solution can be written[

w
x
y
z

]
=

[
9/4
7/4
7/4
0

]
+

[
2
0
4
1

]
t .

Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization. It is applied to a list of vectors, each
implemented as a matrix:

L = [Matrix([1,2]), Matrix([3,4])]

print GramSchmidt(L)

Output: [[1] [2], [ 4/5] [-2/5]]

A second argument set to True will normalize the eigenvectors:

print GramSchmidt(L, True)

Output: [ [
√

5/5] [2 ∗
√

5/5], [2 ∗
√

5/5] [−
√

5/5] ]

This output is not well formatted for human readers. printGS will print the
output of GramSchmidt in decimal form:

printGS(L, True) # Note change from earlier version

Output: [[0.447, 0.894] [0.894, -0.447]]
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Least squares.
from numpy import linalg, set printoptions

set printoptions(precision=3) # 3 decimal places

x = Matrix([[ 0, 1], [ 1, 1], [ 2, 1], [3, 1]]) # See Eq. (4.18)
y = Matrix([[-1], [0.2], [0.9], [2.1]])

mhat, bhat = linalg.lstsq(x, y)[0]

print mhat, bhat

Output: [ 1.] [-0.95] (Least squares line: y = 1x− 0.95.)

Rank. There is a rank function for matrices:
from numpy import linalg

print linalg.matrix rank(M)

Eigenvalues and eigenvectors. SymPy provides M.eigenvects() for the
eigenvectors of matrix M . But its output is not well formatted for our purposes.
printeigen(M) will print the eigenvalues of a matrix M , their multiplicities,
and their eigenvectors.

Characteristic polynomials.
x = symbols(’x’)

M = Matrix([ [1,2], [2,1] ])

charpoly = (x*eye(2) - M).det() # eye(2) = 2 x 2 identity

print charpoly

Output: x**2 - 2*x - 3

print factor(charpoly)

Output: (x - 3)*(x + 1)

Singular value decomposition.
M = Matrix([ [1,1],[1,1],[0,0] ])

U, s, Vt = linalg.svd(M)

print U

Output (compressed): [[-0.707 -0.707 0.][-0.707 0.707 0.][0. 0. 1.]]

print s # Only nonzero rows printed

Output: [ 2. 0.]

print Vt

Output (compressed): [[-0.707 -0.707] [-0.707 0.707]]

Simplify trigonometric expressions. Use the function trigsimp (which is
not perfect). For example,

x = symbols(’x’)

print trigsimp(sin(x)**2 + cos(x)**2)

Output: 1

Integration. Although calculus is not a prerequisite for this text, some exer-
cises and problems use integration for the benefit of those who can take advan-

tage of them. To compute
∫ 1

−1
x2dx:

x = symbols(’x’)

print integrate(x**2, (x, -1, 1))

Output: 2/3
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B.2 Geometric Algebra

If you want to use ga to do geometric algebra, you must specify the Gn in
which you want to work. For G3 give these commands:

basis = ’e1 e2 e3’

metric = ’1 0 0, 0 1 0, 0 0 1’

(e1,e2,e3) = MV.setup(basis,metric)

Now you can define multivectors, e.g, M = 3*x*y*e1 + 4*e1*e3. (x and y

must be declared as symbols.) These operations on multivectors are available:

+ add
− subtract
∗ geometric product
< inner product (as defined in this book)
∧ outer product
M.norm() |M |
M.norm2() |M |2
M.grade(k) 〈M 〉k
M.grade() 〈M 〉0
M.inv() M−1

M.rev() M†

MV.I I Normalizing can fail. MV.i gives unnormalized pseudoscalar.
MV.Iinv I−1 Useful for the dual.

If you see the arithmetic expression 2+3∗4 you know to multiply 3∗4 first and
then add 2. This is because mathematics has a convention that multiplication
comes before addition. We say that multiplication has higher precedence than
addition. If you want to add first, write (2 + 3) ∗ 4.

For the arithmetic symbols used this book, Python’s precedences from high
to low are ∗ , +− , ∧, < . Plus and minus are grouped because they have
the same precedence. This book’s precedences are ∗ (geometric product), ∧
(outer product), < (inner product), +−. The low precedence of +− causes
a problem. Consider the expression e1 + e2 ··· e3. Python evaluates this as
(e1 + e2) ··· e3 = 0. If you intend e1 + (e2 ··· e3) = e1, in accord with the
precedences of this book, then you must use parentheses.

Here are the rules to get the results you intend. Break a multivector expres-
sion into what you consider its terms. Call a term safe if it is a scalar times a
geometric product of vectors. Most terms are safe or can be rewritten as safe.
Fully parenthesize terms which are not safe, including parentheses around them.

Consider again the expression e1 + e2 ··· e3. If you consider its terms to be
e1 and e2 ··· e3, then e2 ··· e3 is not safe and must be rewritten (e2 ··· e3). If you
consider it to be a single term, (e1 + e2) ··· e3, then it is not safe, and must be
written that way. If there are other terms, it should be written

(
(e1 + e2) ··· e3

)
.
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Project, rotate, reflect, exponentiate.

proj(B,A) PB(A).
rot(itheta,A) Riθ(A).
refl(B,A) FB(A).
B.exp() eB.

The arguments A and B must be blades.

Construct general multivectors. This can be useful for example if you want
to test a conjecture about geometric algebra, especially when first learning it.
For example, let B be a bivector. After finding that v ··· B is in B for several
vectors v, one might wonder if this is always so. (According to Theorem 6.22a
it is.) Assuming that ga has been initialized to G3, the following code uses
Eq. (7.5) to prove this in G3.

v = MV(’v’,’vector’) # Construct a general vector in G3

B = MV(’B’,’bivector’) # Construct a general bivector in G3

W = (v < B) ̂ B
print ’(v < B) ̂ B =’, W.simplify()

Output: (v < B) ̂ B = 0

Thus in G3 at least, the vector v ···B is in B. This might encourage you accept
provisionally that this is true in all dimensions. Or you might try to prove it.

The possible grades are scalar, vector, bivector, mv (general multivec-
tor). Do not put quotes around a scalar: x = MV(1,’scalar’). Then x is a
multivector, which is different from the real number defined by x = 1.

Exercise B.1. Add code to show that v is orthogonal to v ···B.

Printing

By convention, a single underscore “ ” in output indicates a subscript and
a double underscore “ ” indicates a superscript.
A = MV(’A’,’vector’)

print ’A =’, A

Output: A = A 1*e 1 + A 2*e 2 + A 3*e 3

The coefficients are superscripted by convention.

An alternative prettyprint command, pprint(), often gives more readable
output than does print().

There are three other options for improving the looks of the output of print
statements: (i) Fmt, (ii) enhanced printing for console output, and (iii) LATEX
output compiled to a pdf file.

Fmt. The command Fmt(n) specifies how multivectors are split over lines when
printing:

n = 1: The entire multivector is printed on one line. (The default.)
n = 2: Each grade of the multivector is printed on one line.
n = 3: Each component of the multivector is printed on one line
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The n = 2 and n = 3 options are useful when a multivector will not fit
on one line. If the code A.Fmt(n) is executed, then A will print as specified.
If A.Fmt(n,’A’) is executed, the string ‘A = ’ will print, followed by A, as
specified. You can print a variable with one n and later with another.

Enhanced printing. If you are sending your output to a console window, i.e.
you are not using the LATEX output described below, then you may issue the
statement

enhance print()

after the MV.setup statement. Then bases are printed in blue, functions in red,
and derivative operators in cyan, making the output more readable.

To set this up in Windows you must tell Geany to use a special console
program in GA.zip. Go to Edit/Preferences/Tools/Terminal. Navigate to and
select

Lib\site-packages\GA\dependencies\x32\ansicon.exe or
Lib\site-packages\GA\dependencies\x64\ansicon.exe,

according as you are running a 32- or 64-bit system.
On Linux or a Mac you need do nothing.

LATEX output. If you have an appropriate LATEX system on your computer,1

then output from Python print statements can be sent to a tex file and automat-
ically compiled and displayed on a pdf reader, with beautiful LATEX typesetting.
It is helpful, but not necessary, to know a bit of LATEX for this.

Invoking LATEX printing requires an extra import from ga print import *,
Format() after your import statements, and xdvi() at the end of your program.
On Windows, the pdf output is opened in the associated pdf reader. On Linux,
it is opened in the standard evince pdf reader.

Here is an example of this capability. When printing a string, an underscore
“ ” designates a subscript. A caret “̂” (not a double underscore) designates a
superscript.
print ’\\alpha 1\\bm{X} \\gamma r̂ 3’

Output: α1X/γ3
r .

The file Symbols.pdf, available at the book’s website, is a listing of common
LATEX symbols. The symbols there are preceded with a “\”. They can be
printed from your Python programs by preceding them with a second “\”, as
in the example.

In LATEX mode, the statement print ’A =’, A from the beginning of this
heading produces the output A = A1e1 + A2e2 + A3e3. The coefficients are
superscripted by convention.

This extends:
(ax, bx) = symbols(’a x, b x’). Then ax and bx print with subscripts.
(ax, bx) = symbols(’a x, b x’). Then ax and bx print with superscripts.

1TeX Live is known to work, as is MiKTeX on Windows.
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